It is a peculiar characteristic of all of Hebbel's works that they are a part of himself, the organic product of his own inner life.
It is natural, therefore, to expect to see reflected in Hebbel's tragedies this peculiar form of optin.ism at which he arrived when a mature man. As a matter of fact,
Hebbel sought consciously to incorporate in his tragedies this sense of a higher harmony, which he expresses by the word "VersBhnung" or reconciliation.
The following study is an attempt to set forth Heb bel's idea of reconciliation, or in other words,to present an analysis of his optimism, and to consider in how far he succeeded from an aesthetic point of view in incorporating this idea in his tragedies.
Kummer "Deutsche literaturgeschichte des neun-
zehnten Jahrhunderts, p. 366.
II. SUMMARY O F HEBBEL'S DRAMATIC THEORY
Hebbel's idea of reconciliation and its place in tragedy follows as a natural corollary from the other main points in his theory of the drama. It is impossi ble, therefore, to appreciate his conception of reconcil iation without an understanding of the essential points in his dramatic theory.
In studying Hebbel's diaries and critical works we are constantly impressed by his conception of the enormous mission of art and especially of the tragedy. To Hebbel art was a very earnest and serious matter. Few poets have been so sure of their artistic calling or so serious in their exercise of it as was Hebbel.
His estimate of himself is interesting in this connection. "Deutschland hat ohne alien Zweifel bedeutendere Dichter gehabt, wie ich bin; aber in einem Punct bin ich den grOszten meiner Vorg&nger gleich; in dem heiligen Ernst und der sittlichen 1 Strenge, womit ich meine Jlunst austtbe, weiche ich keinem."
According to Hebbel the tragedy does not fulfil its mission if it merely portrays the suffering and death of a great personality, who interests us merely as a personality.
1.
Abfertigung eines aesthetischen Kannegieszers.
Werke X, p. 409. The tragedy, then, to fulfil its mission, must raise itself above the realm of the accidental or temporal into the realm of the eternal, the world-idea, which in Hebbel1 philosophy finds its expression in the history of mankind.
To do this the tragedy must be symbolic of the law govern ing the development of human society.
Hebbel's idea of historical development is almost identical with Hegel's, although he arrived at his theory independently of the great philosopher.
According to thi closer contact with life gradually convinced him that the universe is the one great personal reality, the divine idea, into concord with which each individuality must come, and that where the individual self cannot or will not come into concord with the universal idea a tragedy must ensue.
But the universal idea is the cosmos controlled by the in exorable moral laws of human existence; whosoever offends against the least of these incurs tragic guilt which must of an absolute necessity be expiated. This absolute neces sity and the morsl law are one and the same thing, the essence of human existance, which is the vital force in the universe. 'Man is the continuation of the creation, an eternally developing, never fully developed creature, which prevents the conclusion of the world.1 He now sought to reveal this infinite reality and the relation of the finite individual to it. The best medium for him was the stage and the best means, the facts of life, both used symbolical ly."1
Meyer, Introduction to edition of "Herodes und
Marianne", pp. xvii-xviii. All these means can be employed in tragedy with no great difficulty, for they have to do mainly with the sub jective attitude of the tragic hero toward his destruction, which is carried over to the spectator and thus reconciles him to the fate of the tragic character. When we consider
Hebbel's idea of reconciliation,however,we realize at once the difficulty of aesthetically incorporating it in tragedy.
The fact that it lies beyond the range of the tragic char acters concerned and is extended to include all mankind makes it an extremely difficult problem. VOlker nicht versteht, ij'luch dem, der sie nicht ehrt."ô n This speech,which insistsAthe necessity and power of conven tion persuades Albrecht that it is his duty to yield his own personal wishes for the good of his people.
The new condition resulting from the struggle is not definitely foreshadowed.
No words spoken by the tragic characters can be interpreted to prophesy this new condition.
Yet the general tone of the whole makes us feel that a Before Kandaules dies, however, he admits that under the1 circumstances the action of his opponents was justified.
He admits that convention plays a necessary part in society and must be respected. Many students have criticized Hebbel on the score that his dramatic productions do not always carry out the principles set forth in his dramatic theory. This crit icism, however, applies to every artist, for the artistic production never attains the ideal of the artist. When we consider Hebbel's conception of the enormous mission of artj we cannot bw-tbe impressed by his remarkable achieve ments.
The least of these is by no means his incorpora tion of the idea of reconciliation in his tragedies.
